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1. Editors input.
Well, the club magazine has experienced resurgence in articles &
topics. So much so that this issue will be bumper issue helped by
submissions from Ray VK6ZRW, Will VK6UU, Richard Rennie.
Permission was sought & granted to reproduce Rays’ article on
Loop fed array antennas as a number of pics & data was lifted from
Justin G0GSK website. Justin would like a copy of the finished
magazine when printed (electronically of course).
There are even a few articles (MORE PLEASE) ready for the
November issue. Keep up the good work everyone; love to hear
from you and your thoughts and comments.
2. Across the Presidents Desk.
The past 4 months has been quite eventful with WIA AGM weekend
back in May and the associated complication that arose out of the
“Wireless Hill Welcome”. Thankfully that business has been
consigned to history where it belongs now. This year was supposed
to concentrate on 23cm activity. However, although the club is
renowned in supporting the ssb narrow end of the 23cm band with
beacons throughout the state, it was Will VK6UU who has launched
the idea of a 23cm FM cross band repeater to stimulate interest at
least in the Metropolitan area of Perth. Wills article appears in this
magazine.
Last but not least, September is our AGM meeting month.
Please give some thought into how you could contribute to the
development and expansion of the Club and its aims.
Subscriptions are now due $25 local & $22 country.
You must be a paid up member to be eligible to vote or take on a
position within the club.
73 Terry VK6ZLT, President, WA VHF GROUP INC
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Loop Fed Arrays
From a design by G0GSK
By Ray VK6ZRW
Background
Following a presentation on the loop fed array by Terry, VK6ZLT, I decided to have a go.
All the following ideas and information can be found on the G0GSK website at
http://www.g0ksc.co.uk/ . This is just a cut & paste of that with some extra tit bits. Justin
has many designs on his website that a free for amateur use. For my first attempt I chose
a 5 element LFA for 2 meters. For my second I am going for a 6 element version.

Why a Loop Fed Array

The Loop Fed Array Yagi is one where a rectangular loop is
placed upon the boom in-line with the parasitic elements instead of a traditional split
dipole. It has several advantages over a traditional yagi.




Short boom for the performance obtained
The feed point impedance is 50Ω and therefore no matching is needed.
The design supresses more side lobes and achieves a greater front to back (F/B) ratio that
with a traditional yagi.
 The closed loop at the feed point makes the antenna less prone to man made noise and static.
Combined with the low level side lobes the LFA is a low noise antenna.
 Because of the 50Ω feed impedance simple baluns can be used. A simple 1:1 Pawsey stub
style balun is ideal for this antenna.
 Stable in wet weather due to the higher feed impedance.
 Broad bandwidth – easily usable over a 2 MHz range.
 Why not try something new?

Insulators

Justin makes particular note of insulator material. His designs are for elements that
are insulated from the boom and both the material used and the physical size of the insulator will
affect his calculations for element length. Any marked increase in size will require some adjustment
of the element length. Justin offers to do those corrections for you if you email him with the details.
I have emailed him and he responded the next day. You can either make you own insulators from
Perspex or use a commercially available insulator.
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Driven element using Perspex insulator

Commercial hydraulic clamp

Justin sells these on his website but I have managed to track down 3 local suppliers. The clamps are
actually made for use as hydraulic line clamps and are available at
United Fluid Power

Mining & Hydraulics Supplies

Cooper Fluid Systems

9 Kalmia Road
Bibra Lake
Western Australia 6163
Tel.: 9418 8522

11 Boulder Road
Malaga
Western Australia 6090
Tel.: 9249 2511

25 Redcliffe Road
Redcliffe
Western Australia 6101
Tel.: 6272 5333

I have obtained them from Bibra Lake, but it was too difficult for them to deal with cash so they
gave me a sample. I have purchased them from Malaga at $1.20 each.

The 6 Element LFA
Forward gain: 11.97dBi.
F/B ratio:

23.7dB

Bandwidth: 1Mhz < 1.1:1 2MHz < 1.3:1

Dimensions
These are the dimensions from Justin’s
website for the European version, that is,
using metric sized tubing. There are
dimensions for imperial tubing on the web.
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Element

Boom position
(mm)

½ Element Length
(mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Reflector

0

517

10

Driven 1

108

439

13*

Driven 2

283

439

13*

Director 1

468

479

10

Director 2

943

459

10

Director 3

1629

441

10

Director 4

2349

400

10

Director 1 and 2 are joined at the ends by 10mm* tube. Feed point is the centre of DE1
* Although the design calls for the driven element to be 13mm with 10mm loop inserts, I already
3
had a length of 12.7mm (½ inch) aluminium tube. Mark at
TeT-Emtron sells 9.53mm ( /8
inch) aluminium tube that telescopes into the 12.7 mm tube. I contacted G0KSC and he advised that
is was such a small difference that it would have very little impact.

Making the Loop
The only specialist tool, if it can be called
that, is a tube bender. These can be
obtained in all sorts of places. They are
used in industry as “brake tube” benders
or refrigeration tube benders. They are
available from RS Components for approx
$42 or on eBay for approx $15. RS 3883684

The important point to remember is that the length given in the design is the length tip to
tip. The actual sections of aluminium for driven 1 and 2 will be shorter than the published
length to allow for the ‘loop’ ends.
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The following steps are straight from the website so when it says “I” it means Justin
G0KSC.
STEP 1
First of all, I treat the back and front of the loop as to separate elements (to start with) and
place/mount them on the boom. Therefore, if I have a 6 element Yagi, without the loop
ends joined, it looks like a 7 element Yagi. The picture below shows an antenna with the
loop end piece laying on the floor next to the elements mounted to the boom. What we will
now do is go back and bend another piece of smaller diameter tubing to join the ends of
the driven element and first director on the other side of the antenna in order to make this
7el Yagi, a loop fed 6 element Yagi.

STEP 2
Make one bend in a length of 3.8
inch tube as per the photo below.
Remove the pipe bender and insert
the bent end into one side of the
loop. In this case I will insert into
the driven element section.
The photo to the right shows our
length of tube with the bent end
placed into the driven section of
the loop. the other end is not yet
bent. This is the part that makes
the loop nice and simple to
complete.
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STEP 3
Place the brake pipe bender back onto the 3/8 inch section of tube and move it along until
the next element, the one we want to join to complete the loop, is sitting in the bend grove
of the pipe bender (see photo below). Ensure that neither the back or front section of the
loop is stressed and both are in their resting position. Apply a little pressure on the handles
of the bender as if you were going to bend the tube but not too much. We want to just
apply enough pressure so as the bender will not move on the tube as we remove the tube
from the driven element section. the bender should remain in its current position and
should not move at all.

While keeping pressure on the bender, remove the other side of the 3/8 inch tube from the
rear drive section of the loop. Now complete the second bend in the tube.
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STEP 4
Now the second
bend is done, you
can now cut the
end section to size,
ready for final
placement into the
ends of the loop.

STEP 5
Your done! now the
section of 3/8 inch
tube can slot
perfectly into the
ends of the loop and
no tape measure or
bend calculations
have been needed!

The completed loop
(right) with both
sections in place. As
you can see, the loop
is straight and no bend
exist where there
should not be one!
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The completed project,
a 6el LFA Yagi for
50MHz. This one has
a 1.5 inch square
boom with a 1.5 inch
secondary boom
beneath the first. This
ensures the 7.3 metre
long boom will not sag
and will not require
any guying. This
antenna has 12.3 dBi
Gain and just over
23dB F/B.

The Balun
There are many types of baluns described on the website, but I think the easiest &
simplest one is the G0KSC ‘Hybrid’ balun. It is simple a 1/4 wave length of tube, flat
bar or wire connected to the driven element centre conductor feed point and
attached to the boom, making sure it is clear of the other elements. It behaves just
like a Pawsey stub.
Justin does warn that it is
still possible to get some
feedline radiation and
makes this comment
Note: It is possible,
especially on non-loop
based fed antennas that
this arrangement will not
be 100% efficient. It is
easy to test if you have RF
on the outer sleeve of
your coax. Clip-on ferrite
chokes can be added to
your coax close to the
feedpoint. If the SWR of
the antenna changes from
when they are added to when they are removed, coax radiation is taking
place. Adding a choke balun by means of either ferrite or a few turns of the
coax as explained elsewhere on this page will ensure the job is done. The
Other benefits of the Antenna Balun remain (such as DC ground for the loop,
etc.) and therefore, it should remain. Use the Antenna Balun in conjunction
with a choke!
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George Philip Stevens
and the story of the

First Radio Experiments in Western Australia
George Philip Stevens was Born in Somerset, England, in
1861. He came to WA in 1868 and entered the Post and
Telegraph Department in 1874. He was transferred to
Esperance as Officer–in–Charge in 1878, promoted to
Telegraph Station Master at Israelite Bay in 1882, and then
Transferred to Eucla in 1886. He became the Manager and
Electrician of the Telegraph Department, Perth 1896
ROTTNEST ISLAND
Rottnest Island is 16 miles from the coast of Western
Australia. Prior to the 1890s communication with Rottnest was
by signals using flags, or by fire, or by the Heliograph which
used mirrors to reflect sunlight. The Premier John Forrest
could see the need for better communication with Rottnest.
But the cost of an undersea cable for telephone or telegraph
was £4000
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
By 1897, Marconi had achieved wireless transmissions of up
to three-quarters of a mile. By 1898, he had achieved distances
up to 34 miles. In March 1899, he achieved transmission across the English Channel and by April
that year could send Morse code messages over distances up to 80 miles. This distance would easily
cover the distance from the mainland to Rottnest,
W.J. HANCOCK
On January 17, 1899, the Government Electrician, Mr. W. J. Hancock suggested that
communication between Rottnest and the mainland could be established using wireless telegraphy,
and he proposed a trial. Mr. Hancock estimated that the necessary apparatus would cost about £200;
much cheaper than a cable.
Mr. Snook, the Superintendent of Telegraphs, then made enquiries in England about the possibility
of obtaining Marconi’s wireless apparatus. He was told that this was not possible because the
“invention had not been perfected.” Mr. Hancock decided he would try to build his own wireless
apparatus. Forrest then delayed ordering the cable.
TWO SHIPWRECKS IN 24 HOURS.
On the night of July 11, 1899 the Carlisle Castle was wrecked on Coventry Reef. The following
night the City of York went aground on a reef near Rottnest.
Within a week of the wrecks, Forrest declared that unless the wireless experiments were
immediately brought to a successful conclusion, he would order a cable.
Hancock had made no progress in the last three months because of damage to the most important
component.
Wireless Telegraphy would have been more satisfactory and cheaper, but Forrest would not wait any
longer. He instructed the Agent General in London to forward two sets of wireless telegraphy
apparatus, if advised by the Imperial-Postal authorities that it was reliable; or otherwise to forward
at once 12 knots of cable suitable for communication between the mainland and Rottnest.
The cable was ordered
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G.P. STEVENS CONTINUED EXPERIMENTS
Stevens, the Electrician of the WA Telegraph Department, continued the wireless telegraphy
experiments. By September 1899 it was reported that he had successfully transmitted Morse code
signals across five rooms in the basement of the telegraph office, then on the corner of Barrack
Street and St. George’s Terrace. He propose to make further tests over a larger distance.
On October 11, 1899 Stevens successfully transmitted Wireless Telegraph messages over three
quarters of a mile. The transmitter was at the Royal Perth Yacht Club. The receiver was on the
launch ‘Cygnet’ on the Swan River. However, signals could not be picked up at distances greater
than three quarters of a mile.
STEVENS’ REPORT TO PARLIAMENT
On October 26, 1899 Stevens submitted a report to both Houses of Parliament, titled “Wireless
Telegraphy Experiments by the Telegraphic Branch of the General Post Office”.
In his report, Stevens acknowledged that equal or better results would be obtained by using
apparatus supplied by Marconi's company. He said he would not recommend attempting long
distance experiments before communicating with that company. Stevens believed it would also be
found necessary in the near future to establish a wireless telegraphy station at Rottnest, in addition to
the cable service, for the purpose of communicating with passing or approaching ships.
STEVENS’ SUBSEQUENT CAREER
In 1901 Stevens was transferred to the Commonwealth Service, and later promoted to be Electrical
Engineer. However, in 1905, after an unfavorable report, Mr. Stevens was to be transferred to the
position of Comptroller of Stores. In 1906 he retired after 32 years service. He later became
Secretary of the Civil Service Association and was Mayor of Claremont 1915–1919.
FURTHER WIRELESS DEVELOPMENTS IN WA
In 1905 wireless telegraphy was demonstrated at the School of Mines Annual Demonstration. In
1906 a Wireless Station on Rottnest was again proposed. Around 1905-7 Walter Coxon was
building his own receivers and spark transmitter.
Finally in 1912 the Applecross Wireless Station was opened. This could communicate with Rottnest
and with ships.
BUT
Did someone else in WA send a message by Wireless Telegraphy BEFORE Mr. Stevens?
On Thursday 24th September 1936, in The West Australian newspaper, an article about early
wireless telegraphy experiments in the Eastern States appeared. In particular it talked about
Professor Bragg’s experiments in Adelaide and “the sending of the first wireless messages in
Australia, 35 years ago.”
STEVENS’ RESPONSE
Stevens immediately responded, pointing out that Western Australia was “at least a little ahead of
the date claimed by Professor Bragg”, and that Stevens’ Report to Parliament about his wireless
telegraphy experiments in Perth was dated October 24, 1899.
McCORMICK’S REJOINDER
On 25th October 1936, in the Sunday Times, Mr. Frank McCormick wrote a letter indicating that
for “some weekends prior to June 10, 1899 we were experimenting with wireless in the Coolgardie
Post Office.” McCormick’s team had managed to get a wireless telegraphic message over the length
of a room recorded on a Morse code paper tape. However, before they could try for a longer
distance, they got a telegram from Perth indicating that their wireless telegraphy activities in the
Coolgardie Post Office had to cease. McCormick claimed that the telegram was signed “Stevens
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Perth”.
STEVENS’ REPLY
Stevens was not happy with the “implied reflection
on my own attitude towards the experiments”. He
went and spoke to McCormick, to convince him that
forbidding him to proceed with so worthy an object
was over “some other signature than mine.”
EVIDENCE
As evidence of their success McCormick quoted
from an 1899 letter he had sent to the local
newspaper describing their wireless telegraphy
experiments. This letter was published in the
Coolgardie Miner on June 20, 1899 (part shown
below).
Richard Rennie
REFERENCES
The West Australian
Sunday Times
The Enquirer and Commercial News
The Coolgardie Miner
Cyclopedia of Western Australia

The author, Richard Rennie was a science teacher for 38 years.
After he retired in 2001, he established the Fremantle Light and Sound
Discovery Centre, which he ran for six and a half years.
The Fremantle Light and Sound Discovery Centre was a science museum and
science discovery centre whose aims were to use early light and sound technology
in educational and entertaining programs for people of all ages.
In 2006 he was awarded the Premier’s Science Prize for Excellence in Science
Communication for his work in establishing the Centre.
Recently he established the on-line Museum of Early Western Australian
Recorded Sound.
In 2012 he published the Encyclopedia of Western Australian Wirelesses and
Gramophones which he wrote.

Many thanks Richard for your contribution.
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Cross Band Repeater by Will VK6UU
Frequencies under test so far.
147.500 MHz
438.500 MHZ
1294.500 MHz
System on and off air due to continued construction.
Cross Band Advantage
I have been giving some thought to a cross band simplex repeater system.
The strong technical advantage of a Cross Band repeater system is that there
are no desensing problems and no need for expensive duplexers.

Cross Band Disadvantage
The only disadvantage of a Cross band repeater is that there is no in band
repeating, as is the situation with a normal repeater. The repeaters we are
most familiar with receive on a given frequency and re-transmit on another
frequency, but in the same band. This does make life difficult for the repeater
builder.

Disadvantage but many Advantages.
The disadvantage of a Cross Band repeater is that if there are two users and
they are both on say 2 metres, then they will only hear each other if they are
within simplex range of one another. However with all the advantages of a
cross band repeater system, this disadvantage should not be a reason for not
introducing an exciting idea that could increase band activity and
experimentation.

How Many Bands...?
Looking at how many bands could be included in a Cross Band repeater, the
easiest is to start with 2 bands, say 146 and 435 MHz. This has no licence
problems with different licence grades being re-transmitted onto bands they
are not licensed. However a grander system would be to cross band more
bands, 29, 52, 146, 438, 1294 and even 5.8GHz. Yes it would require CTCSS
access to prevent amateurs who can not access some of these bands. This
only applies to Foundation Licence holders who can not operate on 52 and
1294 & 5800 MHz. They would require no CTCSS encoding, all other grades if
they wish to access all other bands would require a CTCSS signal.

A Cross Band repeater like this receives on one band and then retransmits on all of the other bands at the same time.
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Some Technical thoughts
Hamtronics make receivers and transmitters for all bands except 1294 MHz.
An amateur commercial transceiver would be required for 1294 MHz. There
are a range of commercial antennas, some Tri-Band that can be used but I
have not so far found a 4 band 52-146-435-1294 antenna. However if there is
no such antenna then a separate antenna, say for 1294 would have to be
used.

Controller A Cross Band system has to comply with all the normal repeater
regulations, time out, identification etc. Also the system would require DTMF
control. This may or may not be possible with the NHRC range of controllers
and requires some research.

Operational thoughts. What a system like this could do is increase
activity. And for those who don't have, say a 52 MHz FM radio or a 1294 MHz
FM radio, the chance to hear activity and propagation characteristic on these
bands. The receiving system could be made very sensitive, as there are not
the restrictions with desensing and losses in duplexers that in band
repeaters have.
The cross band repeater has no specific operational role. It is open to
amateurs on how to use it. If anything it is not primarily designed for mobile
usage, but more likely QTH to QTH using gain antennas. As you can hear
your own signal coming back to you on another band you can use this to
improve an antenna on another band.
Licensing has to be considered but Cross Band repeaters are in operation
elsewhere in Australia and can be licensed.

Who would build it....?
I'm building the Cross Band repeater.
After I finish the
Hamtronics repeater I'm
looking for something new
and this for me is an
exciting project.
The Cross Band Repeater
2m – 70cm..
PA’s to be added. CTSS
decoder and a few extras.
The 23cm transceiver will
be external to this
container as well as other
parts
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Hello ALL
Due to the planned restoration work (exterior to reverted back to red brick) on
the transmitting cottage and the museum at Wireless Hill ARDROSS, all use
of the facilities has been suspended for at least two or more months?????
The Club Secretary David VK6AI has been good enough to book FOR
WEDNESDAY 28th AUGUST at the "Mosman Park Mens Shed" situated at the
TOM PERROT RESERVE

Members can look up "Tom Perrott Reserve Mosman Park" on Google
maps to see directions. Unfortunately, Google's aerial photographs do not
include the shed (they must be at least a year old) but it is easy to spot on
the East side of the oval. It really is easy to find, turn East onto McCabe
Street from Stirling Highway, turn right at the 3rd traffic circle and you are
on the reserve, take a sharp left turn to get to the shed. It's very large you
can't miss it,

TO:
THE TREASURER
THE WEST AUSTRALIAN VHF GROUP INCORPORATED
PO BOX 189 APPLECROSS 6953
I VK6

NAME

|
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|

Are you a WIA member Y/N

POSTCODE ________ |

Email address. ___________________________________________
ENCLOSE my ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION $

+DONATION $ ___
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Your Club needs you!
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